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Brief Suppression of Abcc8 Prevents Autodestruction of Spinal Cord After Trauma
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Spinal cord injury (SCI) is typically complicated by progressive hemorrhagic necrosis, an autodestructive process of secondary injury characterized by progressive enlargement of a hemorrhagic contusion during the first several hours after trauma. We assessed the role of Abcc8, which encodes sulfonylurea receptor 1 (SUR1), in progressive hemorrhagic necrosis. After SCI, humans and rodents exhibited similar regional and cellular patterns of up-regulation of SUR1 and Abcc8 messenger RNA. Elimination of SUR1 in Abcc8−/− mice and in rats given antisense oligodeoxynucleotide against Abcc8 prevented progressive hemorrhagic necrosis, yielded significantly better neurological function, and resulted in lesions that were one-fourth to one-third the size of those in control animals. The beneficial effects of Abcc8 suppression were associated with prevention of onotic (necrotic) death of capillary endothelial cells. Suppression of Abcc8 with antisense oligodeoxynucleotide after SCI presents an opportunity for reducing the devastating sequelae of SCI.

INTRODUCTION

Spinal cord injury (SCI) remains one of the foremost unsolved challenges in medicine. Worldwide, the incidence of SCI ranges from 10 to 83 per million people per year, with half of these patients suffering a complete transection of the spinal cord and one-third becoming tetraplegic (1). At present, no treatment that is available for use immediately after injury ameliorates the ultimate damage suffered by the patient. The consequences in terms of physical impairments, functional limitations, disabilities, societal restrictions, and economic impact are so large as to be practically immeasurable.

The unique architecture and functional organization of the spinal cord are such that trauma gives rise to both local and distal loss of function. Damage to gray matter leads to segmental sensorimotor dysfunction that is restricted to muscles and dermatoines innervated by neurons located at the level of injury. Much worse than segmental injury, however, is the damage to ascending and descending white matter tracts that results in dysfunction of all muscles and dermatomes below the level of the injury. As a result, the clinical outcome is determined largely by the extent of white matter damage (2); for example, paraplegia after cervical (neck region) SCI is due exclusively to white matter destruction. White matter may be damaged by primary injury or secondary injury. Primary injury that is due to shearing or physical disruption of tissues is irreversible, whereas primary physiological or metabolic abnormalities without severance of axons may be reversible. Nevertheless, any potentially reversible primary injury to white matter is invariably worsened by secondary injury, which converts reversible white matter damage to irreversible damage and which further expands the overall injury.

Research on rodent models of SCI has revealed a mechanism of secondary injury unique to the central nervous system (CNS) that is exquisitely damaging to white matter. During the hours after injury, a dynamic process ensues wherein a hemorrhagic contusion enlarges progressively, resulting in autodestruction of spinal cord tissues (3, 4). Individual discrete petechial hemorrhages appear, first around the site of injury and then in more distant areas (5). Because petechial hemorrhages (small spots of bleeding from capillaries) continue to form and coalesce, the lesion gradually expands, with a characteristic region of hemorrhage that caps the advancing front of the lesion (4). A small hemorrhagic lesion that initially involves primarily the capillary-rich gray matter enlarges severalfold in the 3 to 24 hours after injury (6, 7). Recently, the concept of lesion evolution was validated in humans, with lesion enlargement shown to occur primarily within the first 24 hours after injury (8). The advancing hemorrhage results from delayed, progressive catastrophic failure of the structural integrity of capillaries, a phenomenon termed progressive hemorrhagic necrosis (PHN) (9). PHN is particularly damaging because it greatly expands the volume of neural tissue destroyed by the primary injury. The capillary dysfunction implicit with PHN causes tissue ischemia and hypoxia (10), and the blood resulting from PHN is particularly toxic to CNS cells, especially to the myelin-forming oligodendrocytes of white matter (11), resulting in further injury to neural tissues from oxidative stress and inflammation. Together, these processes render PHN the most destructive mechanism of secondary injury known in the CNS.

De novo expression of sulfonylurea receptor 1 (SUR1)–regulated NCa,ATP channels in capillary endothelial cells is critical for the temporal and spatial evolution of PHN after SCI (9). SUR1 is an adenine triphosphate (ATP)–binding cassette (ABC) transporter, a large superfamily of integral membrane proteins encoded by more than 48 genes. Most ABC proteins couple ATP hydrolysis to the translocation of solutes, transporting endogenous substances, xenobiotics, or drugs across biological membranes (12). A small number of atypical ABC proteins, including the sulfonylurea receptors SUR1/Abcc8 and SUR2/Abcc9, mediate other processes (13, 14). The SURs are not transporters and by...
themselves perform no function. Instead, they undergo obligate association with heterologous pore-forming subunits to form ion channels. The canonical association is with Kir6.1/Kcnj8 or Kir6.2/Kcnj11 to form ATP-sensitive K⁺ (KATP) channels, which are constitutively expressed in pancreatic β cells, in the CNS, and in the cardiovascular system. SUR1 also associates with a nonselective cation pore-forming subunit to form SUR1-regulated NCX-ATP channels, which are not constitutively expressed but are up-regulated de novo after CNS injury (15). Although both types of channels are regulated by SUR1, the two have opposite functional effects in CNS injury: Opening of SUR1-regulated KATP channels causes hyperpolarization, which may be neuroprotective (16), whereas opening of SUR1-regulated NCX-ATP channels causes depolarization, which leads to oncotic (necrotic) cell death (17, 18). Mutations of ABCC8 and ABCC9 that lead to loss or gain of function can manifest as various diseases in humans (13, 14), but to our knowledge, no pathological condition has been identified wherein manifestation of disease requires transcriptional up-regulation of an ABC protein.

Here, we studied human tissues from SCI patients and rodent models of SCI to determine the role of SUR1 in PHN after SCI. To avoid masking the consequence of secondary injury and its prevention by treatment, we used hemicord contusion models with modest primary white matter damage (fig. S3) (9, 17). We found that the regional and cellular patterns of de novo Abcc8/SUR1 transcription after SCI were similar in humans, mice, and rats and that gene suppression of Abcc8 in rodents, even for as little as 24 hours, prevented PHN, significantly reduced tissue loss, and preserved neurological function.

RESULTS

**ABCC8/SUR1 in human SCI**

We studied spinal cord tissues from seven patients who died within 2 to 5 days of traumatic SCI (see table S1 for clinical details). Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained sections confirmed that there was often extensive mechanical disruption of tissues at the epicenter of injury (Fig. 1A, Epi). Penumbral tissues adjacent to the epicenter were grossly intact with no mechanical disruption (Fig. 1A, Pen). Spinal cord tissues remote from the epicenter always appeared normal with H&E staining (Fig. 1A, Rmt).

After SCI, SUR1 expression was prominent in penumbral tissues but less so in necrotic tissues at the epicenter (Fig. 1A). SUR1 expression tapered off visibly in tissues rostral and caudal to the injury (Fig. 1A). High-power views showed that SUR1 was expressed in white matter bundles as well as in neurons (Fig. 1B and C). Quantitative assessment indicated that SUR1 was ninefold more abundant in white matter and sevenfold more abundant in gray matter in penumbral regions compared to remote regions (Fig. 1D).

In situ hybridization showed more abundant ABCC8 messenger RNA (mRNA) in penumbral tissues compared to remote tissues, confirming transcriptional up-regulation of SUR1 (Fig. 1E). In situ hybridization showed widespread ABCC8 mRNA in white matter bundles, in individual cells, and in other structures (Fig. 1E). No specific labeling was present when we used sense probes in injured tissues or antisense probes in remote tissues, except for rare neuron-like cells (Fig. 1E).

Although penumbral tissues adjacent to the epicenter appeared grossly intact with no mechanical disruption, microscopic examination sometimes (three patients) revealed the presence of discrete round intraparenchymal (petechial) hemorrhages (Fig. 2A) (19). At high magnification, penumbral tissues also showed areas with extravasated erythrocytes in the vicinity of microvessels (Fig. 2, B and C), as reported in rodent models of SCI (9, 17). High-power views of the penumbra showed expression of SUR1 in the endothelium of microvessels, which was confirmed with in situ hybridization (Fig. 2, D and E).

**Fig. 1.** Abcc8 mRNA and SUR1 protein are up-regulated in human SCI. (A) Sections of spinal cord showing the epicenter (Epi) and adjacent intact penumbral tissues (Pen) at C3, as well as a remote region (Rmt) at T10, stained with H&E or immunolabeled for SUR1. The montages showing SUR1 immunolabeling (right) were constructed from multiple individual images, and positive labeling is shown in white pseudocolor. (B and C) High-magnification images of white matter (B) and gray matter (C) from the penumbra immunolabeled for SUR1 (red) and colabeled for nuclear NeuN (green), indicative of neurons; the superimposed image is also shown in (C). (D) Bar graphs comparing SUR1 expression in a region of interest (ROI) in remote versus penumbral white matter (WM) and gray matter (GM); data from six patients. **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05. (E) In situ hybridization for Abcc8 in penumbra or remote white matter or gray matter, with antisense (AS) or sense (SE) probes. Scale bars, 50 μm [(B) and (C)], 100 μm (E). The images shown are from patients 238 (A and B), 176 (C), 222, and 162 (E).
SUR1 in rodent models of SCI
Spinal cord tissues from mice and rats (9) also showed up-regulation of SUR1 after SCI. As with human tissues, SUR1 was up-regulated in the area of injury and gradually tapered off several millimeters rostral and caudal to the injury (Fig. 3A). Major cell types, including neurons and oligodendrocytes, exhibited prominent up-regulation of SUR1 (Fig. 3A). Up-regulation of SUR1 was also evident in capillaries (Fig. 3, A and B). Overall, the regional and cellular patterns of Abcc8/SUR1 expression after SCI in mouse and rat were similar to those in humans, consistent with a high degree of cross-species correspondence in the Abcc8/SUR1 response to spinal cord trauma.

Sp1 transcription factor in SCI
The promoter regions of human, mouse, and rat Abcc8 all contain consensus sequences for binding of the transcription factor specific protein 1 (Sp1), and Sp1 drives expression of SUR1 in a concentration-dependent manner (20). The association between Abcc8 and Sp1 has been validated for CNS cells in vivo after ischemic injury (18). After SCI, both human and rodent tissues showed up-regulation of Sp1 in a distribution pattern similar to that of SUR1, with nuclear localization in both neurons and endothelial cells (Fig. 3C). These findings suggest that Sp1 may be part of the transcriptional program responsible for up-regulation of SUR1/Abcc8 after SCI.

Outcomes of SCI in Abcc8−/− mice
To better understand the role of SUR1/Abcc8 in SCI, we examined the effect of hemicord injury at T9 in wild-type and transgenic mice in which Abcc8 had been silenced (Abcc8−/−) (21). We measured neurological function using the Basso Mouse Scale (BMS) (22), modified for unilateral scoring. Ipsilateral and contralateral BMS scores were consistently better in Abcc8−/− mice compared to wild-type mice (Fig. 4A). In wild-type mice 24 hours after injury, the hindlimb ipsilaterally to the injury typically exhibited flaccid paralysis (no ankle movement), whereas in Abcc8−/− mice the ipsilateral hindlimb exhibited extensive ankle movement with occasional plantar placement. More striking, in wild-type mice 24 hours after injury, the contralateral hindlimb typically exhibited only minor ankle movement without plantar placement, whereas in Abcc8−/− mice the contralateral hindlimb exhibited consistent plantar stepping with at least some coordination. Some recovery of function was evident in both groups, but better performance in Abcc8−/− was durable for the full week of observation. Near-total recovery of function on the contralateral side by day 7 attested to minimal expansion of PHN in Abcc8−/− mice with unilateral injury.

PHN in SCI in Abcc8−/− mice
As suggested by its name, PHN has two distinguishing features: (i) secondary necrosis and (ii) secondary hemorrhage (4). We tested for each of these separately, with necrosis assessed by using premortem administration of propidium iodide (PI) to label nuclei of necrotic cells and hemorrhage assessed by measuring extravasated blood.

The expanding nature of PHN was evident when we compared spinal cords at 30 min and 24 hours after injury. Both the expansion of the contusion and the spread of necrosis were apparent in tissues from wild-type mice (Fig. 5A). In wild-type mice, PI labeling 30 min after injury was confined to a limited region on one side of the cord, but by 24 hours, PI labeling was evident in a larger region both ipsilaterally and contralaterally (Fig. 5A). By contrast, in Abcc8−/− mice, PI labeling at 24 hours remained confined to a limited region on the injured side that was no larger and no more prominent than that observed at 30 min (Fig. 5A), consistent with significant protection from secondary necrosis.

To confirm the critical relation between SUR1 expression and necrotic cell death, we studied necrotic death of primary cultured brain microvascular endothelial cells isolated from wild-type and Abcc8−/− mice. Cells were exposed to tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα), which...
induces expression of SUR1-regulated NCas-ATP channels in normal endothelial cells (23), and were then subjected to ATP depletion, which induces necrotic death. In cells from wild-type mice, ATP depletion resulted in rapid death of 50% of the cells. By contrast, ATP depletion resulted in necrotic death of only 20% of Abcc8−/− cells (Fig. 5B), consistent with a lethal role of Abcc8/SUR1 under severe pathological conditions.

The second distinguishing feature of PHN is secondary hemorrhage (Fig. 5C), which results in extravasation of blood over a protracted time course \( t_{1/2} = 6 \) to 8 hours (9, 24). In wild-type mice, the injury (22) resulted in formation of numerous secondary petechial hemorrhages surrounding the site of primary injury, whereas in Abcc8−/− mice secondary petechial hemorrhages were not apparent (Fig. 5C). In wild-type mice, the volume of extravascular blood 24 hours after injury was \( \sim 2 \mu l \), whereas in Abcc8−/− mice only half of this amount of blood was present at 24 hours (Fig. 5C). Formation of secondary hemorrhages in wild-type mice was associated with significant (\( P < 0.01 \)) fragmentation of capillaries in the penumbra surrounding the injury, a phenomenon that was absent in Abcc8−/− mice (Fig. 5D), in agreement with a protective role of Abcc8−/− against necrosis of microvascular endothelial cells shown above.

**Abcc8 in a rat model of SCI**

We also studied rats because they are more similar to humans than mice with respect to long-term pathological sequelae of SCI (4). For these experiments, we used a cervical-level injury, the most common type of injury in humans. To study gene suppression of Abcc8 in rats, we used Abcc8 antisense oligodeoxynucleotide (Abcc8-AS). We reasoned that an antisense strategy would be effective if SUR1 is transcriptionally up-regulated after trauma and that antisense could potentially be implemented as a treatment in humans. Scrambled oligodeoxynucleotide (Abcc8-Scr) was used as control. The Abcc8-AS that we used had been previously validated (25), and both oligodeoxynucleotides were phosphorothioated at four distal bonds to protect them from endogenous nucleases. Rats were infused intravenously with Abcc8-AS or Abcc8-Scr for only 24 hours, beginning 15 min after SCI.

We first studied the cellular localization of fluorescent CY3-conjugated Abcc8-AS (CY3-Abcc8-AS). After 24 hours of intravenous infusion, followed by washout of intravascular contents, CY3-Abcc8-AS was found in abundance in the liver and kidney. In the spinal cord, CY3-Abcc8-AS was prominent in the core of the lesion, where numerous intact cells were labeled. We were unable to discern whether CY3-Abcc8-AS reached cells in the core by traversing an intact blood-spinal cord barrier or whether it entered the tissues by being extravasated with blood via fragmented capillaries. However, in the penumbra, where tissues were intact, uptake of CY3-Abcc8-AS was prominent in capillaries (Fig. 6A), and little CY3-Abcc8-AS appeared to traverse capillaries and label parenchymal cells. No fluorescent label was detected in more distant normal capillaries or other tissues of the spinal cord or brain. Thus, in the CNS, only the injured spinal cord was labeled by CY3-Abcc8-AS, with the core of the lesion exhibiting diffuse pan-cellular uptake and the penumbra exhibiting uptake by capillaries.

Immunolabeling and immunoblotting confirmed that administration of Abcc8-AS resulted in a significant decrease in SUR1 expression (Fig. 6, B and C).

**Fig. 3.** SUR1 up-regulation is associated with the transcription factor Sp1. (A) Immunohistochemical localization of SUR1 24 hours after hemicord T9 SCI in wild-type mice. Left panel is a montage of images, with positive immunolabeling indicated as white pseudocolor. Circle denotes impact site. Right panels show high-magnification images of injured spinal cord colabeled for NeuN, OSP, or von Willebrand factor (all green), indicative of neurons, oligodendrocytes, or microvascular endothelium, respectively. Superimposed images are shown in the right column. Images shown are representative of findings in three mice. (B) Immunohistochemical localization of SUR1 (red) in capillaries colabeled for von Willebrand factor (green) after hemicord C7 SCI in rat. (C) Immunohistochemical localization of Sp1 24 hours after SCI in mouse, rat, and human, as indicated. The left upper panel is a montage of images after hemicord T9 SCI in a wild-type mouse, with positive immunolabeling indicated in white. High-power views of penumbral fields from mouse, rat, and human are also shown. Nuclei were labeled with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Pink nuclei indicate nuclear localization of Sp1. Arrows point to capillaries. Asterisks indicate neurons. Scale bars, 50 \( \mu m \) (C), 100 \( \mu m \) ([A] and [B]).
Outcome of SCI after brief systemic infusion of Abcc8-AS
In subsequent experiments, rats were infused intravenously with unlabeled Abcc8-AS or Abcc8-Scr for 24 hours, beginning 15 min after SCI.

In one series, spinal cords were examined 24 hours after hemicord injury to assess secondary hemorrhage. Spinal cords of control rats administered Abcc8-Scr examined 24 hours after SCI showed prominent bleeding internally, which consisted of a central region of hemorrhage at the impact site plus numerous discrete secondary petechial hemorrhages in tissues remote from the impact site (Fig. 6D). Administration of Abcc8-AS resulted in a reduction in petechial hemorrhages, which was confirmed by examining homogenates of injured tissues harvested after perfusion washout of intravascular contents (Fig. 6D). In rats administered Abcc8-Scr, trauma resulted in accumulation of ~2 μl of extravasated blood measured 24 hours after injury, whereas in rats administered Abcc8-AS extravasated blood at 24 hours was ~1 μl, consistent with elimination of secondary hemorrhage (Fig. 6D).

The reduction in secondary hemorrhage correlated with a significant (P < 0.05) reduction in fragmentation of capillaries in the penumbra. In rats administered Abcc8-Scr, broken fragments of capillaries were prominent in penumbral tissues adjacent to the site of injury, consistent with failure of capillary integrity (Fig. 6E). By contrast, in rats administered Abcc8-AS, intact elongated capillaries were present in penumbral tissues, in the same regions where CY3-Abcc8-AS had been localized (Fig. 6E).

In another group of rats, we performed serial measurements of neurological function over the course of 6 weeks after SCI. Neurological function was evaluated by (i) trunk stability; (ii) up-angled plane; (iii) beam walking; (iv) the Basso, Beattie, Bresnahan (BBB) Locomotor Rating Scale; and (v) quantified spontaneous rearing. Performance on an inclined plane requires successively more dexterous function of the limbs and paws, as the angle of the plane is increased. Trunk stability is an individually gradable function that is an excellent marker of cervical cord function. BBB scoring is a sensitive and reproducible instrument that is particularly useful for evaluating hindlimb function in rats after SCI (26). Beam walking and spontaneous rearing, coerced and noncoerced tasks, respectively, are complex motor exercises that require balance, trunk stability, bilateral hindlimb dexterity and strength, and at least unilateral forelimb dexterity and strength, which, in combination, are excellent markers of cervical cord function (9).

Performance on all functional tests was consistently better in rats administered Abcc8-AS compared to Abcc8-Scr (Fig. 7, A to C). For each test, the difference between groups was significant (P < 0.01) and was maintained for the full 6 weeks of observation, even as recovery proceeded and reached a plateau or as animals habituated to noncoerced tasks. By week 4, all rats that had received Abcc8-AS exceeding a score of 15 bilaterally and none that had received Abcc8-Scr achieved a score of 15 on either side (see movie S1 showing spontaneous activity of the two groups of rats 1 week after injury).

For comparison, we also examined the effect of pharmacological block of SUR1 with the potent inhibitor glibenclamide in the same injury model (9). As with Abcc8-AS, glibenclamide treatment resulted in significantly (P < 0.01) better performance in spontaneous rearing during 6 weeks of observation compared to vehicle-treated controls (Fig. 7C).

The spinal cords of the rats administered Abcc8-AS or Abcc8-Scr, as well as those administered glibenclamide or vehicle, were examined after the 6 weeks of testing to determine lesion characteristics. Administration of Abcc8-AS for only 24 hours after injury resulted in a fourfold reduction (P < 0.001) in lesion volume (Fig. 7D). Similarly, rats treated with glibenclamide exhibited a three- to fourfold (P < 0.001) reduction in lesion volume (Fig. 7D). Moreover, cyst formation and cavitation of the spinal cord, which were present in controls, were absent in rats administered Abcc8-AS or glibenclamide (Fig. 7D).

**DISCUSSION**
Most diseases that involve the ABC transporter superfamily of proteins are attributable to mutations that lead to loss of function (27). Here, we have described transcriptional up-regulation of an ABC protein that is directly linked to a harmful pathological process, the tissue destruction that follows spinal cord injury. Transcriptional up-

---

**Fig. 4.** Abcc8<sup>−/−</sup> mice are protected after SCI. (A) Ipsilateral and contralateral hindlimb function in wild-type (WT) and Abcc8<sup>−/−</sup> (null) mice, assessed using unilateral BMS on days 1 to 7 after unilateral T9 SCI (score in uninjured mice, 9; seven mice per group). **P < 0.01. (B) Low-power views of sections stained with H&E 7 days after SCI in WT and Abcc8<sup>−/−</sup> mice. Lesion areas and lesion volumes are shown for the same mice. **P < 0.01.
regulation and activation of Abcc8/SUR1 in SCI may be compared to
gain-of-function mutations of SUR1, as both lead to disease states
that result from persistent activation of the associated channel. In
the case of the pancreatic K\textsubscript{ATP} channel, gain-of-function mutations
result in persistent hyperpolarization of pancreatic \(\beta\) cells and a con-
sequent deficient release of insulin that can cause neonatal diabetes
(28). Overexpression and activation of the SUR1-regulated NC\textsubscript{Ca}-ATP
channel results in persistent depolarization of endothelial cells (29),
causing increased susceptibility to cell death induced by ATP depletion
(Fig. 5B) (9, 17), as well as secondary necrosis and secondary hemor-
rhage induced by spinal cord trauma. Despite the opposite effects of
the two channels on cell polarization, both neonatal diabetes in
humans (28) and SCI in animal models (9) are favorably treated
by glibenclamide at doses too low to appreciably affect other ABC
proteins (30).

Our data show that Abcc8 transcription is integral to the CNS in-
jury response. Previous work on CNS injury showed that the SUR1
blocker glibenclamide improves outcomes in animal models of CNS
ischemia and trauma (9, 18, 23), as well as in humans with ischemic
stroke (31). However, specific molecular evidence was lacking to de-
finitively implicate Abcc8 in CNS injury. Moreover, because sulfonyl-
urea drugs such as glibenclamide are general inhibitors of ABC
transporters (30), they are not specific for SUR1. Here, we used two
gene suppression strategies that target Abcc8 in mice and rats, finding
that both approaches improved outcomes after SCI that were as favor-
able as effects of glibenclamide, supporting the hypothesis that gliben-
clamide acts via SUR1 and not via another ABC protein.

Expression of Abcc8/SUR1 in capillary endothelial cells appears to
be of particular importance with regard to secondary injury after SCI.
Edema and secondary hemorrhage, which are linked to expression of
SUR1-regulated NC\textsubscript{Ca}-ATP channels in capillaries (15, 32, 33), can
amplify the primary injury and may contribute more to secondary
injury and tissue loss in SCI than is generally recognized. After spinal
cord trauma, the lesion enlarges by an advancing front of hemorrhage
that caps the expanding lesion (4). Bleeding into the spinal cord
results not only from the physical damage to tissues due to the origi-
nal trauma (primary hemorrhage) but also from delayed failure of
microvessels in the advancing front (secondary hemorrhage), a pro-
cess that can go on for hours after injury. PHN is responsible for a
twofold or more increase in the volume of extravasated blood during
the first 24 hours after injury compared to the amount present shortly
after trauma (9, 24). The fact that CY3-Abcc8-AS was localized pre-
dominantly in penumbral capillaries suggests that a major effect of
treatment with either Abcc8-AS or glibenclamide was due to inhibition
of SUR1 in capillaries. Abcc8/SUR1 was also up-regulated in parenchy-
mal cells, however, including gray matter neurons and white matter oli-

Fig. 5. Abcc8\textsuperscript{−/−} mice have less necrosis and hemorrhage after SCI. (A) Longitudinal sections of spinal cords, obtained at the times indicated, from WT and Abcc8\textsuperscript{−/−} (null) mice that sustained hemicord T9 SCI and were administered PI before death to identify necrotic cells. The sections shown either were unprocessed to demonstrate expanding contusion in WT but not in Abcc8\textsuperscript{−/−} mice (top row, left) or were imaged with a fluo-
rescent microscope to visualize PI-positive nuclei at high magnifi-
cation at 24 hours in a WT mouse (red dots, top row right)
or at low magnification at the times indicated and in the mice indicated (white dots, lower row of images). Asterisks, impact site; rows of arrows, pial surface con-
talateral to the impact site. Bar graph, mean ± SEM of PI-positive nuclei in the indicated conditions (three to five mice per group). **\(P < 0.01\). (B) Phase-contrast (left) and fluorescent (middle and right) images of primary cul-
tures of TNF\textsubscript{α}-exposed brain microvascular endothelial cells from WT and Abcc8\textsuperscript{−/−} (null) mice. After
depleting ATP, necrotic cells were identified with PI. Bar graph, percent (mean ± SEM) necrotic cells for each condition (\(n = 6\)). **\(P < 0.01\). (C) Longitudinal sections (left) and homogenates (middle) of spinal cords from WT and Abcc8\textsuperscript{−/−} (null) mice 24 hours after hemicord T9 SCI. Bar graph, volume (mean ± SEM) of extravasated blood (five mice per
group). **\(P < 0.01\). (D) Sections from the penumbra of wild-type and Abcc8\textsuperscript{−/−} (null) mice 24 hours after sustaining hemicord T9 SCI, immu-
nolabeled for laminin or CD31. Asterisks, impact sites. Bar graphs, lengths (mean ± SEM) of capillaries measured with laminin or CD31 in
three groups of mice, as indicated. **\(P < 0.01\). Images shown are repre-
sentative of three mice per group.
godendrocytes, and inhibition of SUR1-regulated NCa,ATP channels in such cells effectively blocks their onotic (necrotic) death (18). Thus, the protective effects of Abcc8-AS may be due to inhibition of SUR1 in neurons and oligodendrocytes as well as in capillary endothelial cells.

We have shown here that both ABCC8 mRNA and SUR1 protein were up-regulated after traumatic SCI in humans. These gene products were sparsely expressed in uninjured spinal cords but were found in abundance in the spinal cords of patients examined within 2 to 5 days of SCI. Expression was greatest in penumbral tissues near the epicenter, and tapered off with distance, remaining prominent for several centimeters rostral and caudal, especially in the dorsal columns. Both mRNA and protein colocalized in neurons and microvessels, including capillaries and arterioles. Moreover, Sp1 up-regulation and nuclear translocation were also prominent, consistent with the fact that Sp1 is critical for transcriptional up-regulation of Abcc8/SUR1 (20). Each of these findings in humans closely replicated our data in mice and rats (9). The similarity in the regional and cellular patterns of SUR1 mRNA and protein up-regulation after injury suggests that pathophysiologic mechanisms involving Abcc8/SUR1 may be similar in all three species.

Oligodeoxynucleotides have not yet gained widespread acceptance for the treatment of human diseases (34), in part because of an inflammatory response when they are administered for long periods of time and because of difficulties in reliably targeting the desired tissues or cells. SCI may present a unique opportunity for therapeutic use of these agents. The 24-hour-long administration of oligodeoxynucleotide, which effectively ameliorated injury, was too short to induce an inflammatory response in rats. Also, by a mechanism yet to be elucidated, oligodeoxynucleotides appeared to be specifically taken up by the penumbral capillary endothelial cells that are likely responsible for PHN.

Each year, traumatic injury to the spinal cord devastates the lives of thousands of people worldwide. In the United States, 250,000 people live with SCI and 11,000 new cases are added yearly. Short of preventing primary injury, the best hope for reducing the life-long impact of SCI rests with decreasing the secondary injury that results from PHN occurring during the acute phase after trauma. Although progress has been made in axonal and dendritic remodeling, cell replacement therapies, and rehabilitation, these treatments work best when administered to patients with the smallest possible lesion. To date, clinical trials with agents such as methylprednisolone (NASCIS II and III) and GM-1 ganglioside have shown risk-benefit profiles that are not sufficiently favorable to warrant routine clinical use, and other therapies intended for treatment in the acute phase have yet to be proven (35). Here, we demonstrate that in the earliest phase after trauma, Abcc8 mRNA and its product, SUR1, are up-regulated in human, as well as in mouse and rat, and that in animal models of SCI, suppressing this gene or inhibiting its product reduces secondary injury. Notably, administration of Abcc8-AS for only 24 hours after injury was sufficient for effective protection that was durable for 6
weeks. Future studies will be needed to determine the therapeutic window for Abcc8-AS as well as for SUR1 inhibitors such as glibenclamide. The possibility of administering Abcc8-AS to reduce de novo expression of the SUR1-regulated NCx ATP channel, coupled with administration of glibenclamide to block channels already expressed after injury, is a promising strategy for prevention of the devastating sequelae of spinal cord trauma in humans.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Human spinal cords
Clinical details are given in Supplementary Material.

Immunohistochemistry
Paraffin sections of human spinal cord tissues were processed and immunolabeled for SUR1 as detailed in Supplementary Material with a custom antibody to SUR1 described in Supplementary Material. Other primary antibodies included NeuN (1:100; 48 hours; Chemicon), OSP (1:100; Abcam), von Willebrand factor (1:100; 48 hours; Chemicon), CD31 (1:50; overnight; BD Pharmingen), and laminin (1:100; overnight; EY Labs). CY3- or fluorescein isothiocyanate–conjugated secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch) were used.

In situ hybridization
Digoxigenin-labeled probes (antisense, 5′-TGCAGGGGTACGGTGTCGACTGCTGCTGGGCTGTCGGTCCACTTGGCCAGCCAGTA-3′), designed to hybridize to nucleotides 3217 to 3264 located within coding sequence of human ABCC8 gene (NM 00352), were supplied by GeneDetect. Hybridization was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol (18).

Rodent models of SCI
Animal studies were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Maryland. Abcc8−/− mice, obtained as described (21), exhibited neurological function, gait, the normal maximum BMS score of 9, and spinal cord histology indistinguishable from wild-type (WT) mice. Female WT (C57BL/6) and Abcc8−/− mice (C57BL/6 background), 24 to 28 g, were anesthetized [ketamine (60 mg/kg) plus xylazine (7.5 mg/kg), intraperitoneally (ip)] and underwent a left hemicord contusion at T9 (0.6-mm impactor head; 10-g weight dropped vertically 5 mm) (17). Details for the unilateral cervical injury in rats are given in Supplementary Material. After SCI, mice and rats were given 2 or 10 ml of glucose-free normal saline subcutaneously. Temperature was maintained at ~37°C.

Suppression of Abcc8 in rats
We used Abcc8-AS (5′-GGCCGAGTGCTGGTTCTGCTGGTGCTGGGCTGTCGGTCCACTTGGCCAGCCAGTA-3′) for in vivo gene suppression (25) and Abcc8-Scr (5′-TGCCGAGTGCTGGTCTGGTCCACTGCTGCTGGGTCCACTTGGCCAGCCAGTA-3′) as control, and both were phosphorothioated at four distal bonds. Within 15 min of SCI, a loading dose of 300 μg in 300 μl of normal saline was given intravenously, and mini-osmotic pumps (Alzet 2001D, 8 μl/hour; Durect Corp.) with jugular vein catheters were implanted that delivered oligodeoxynucleotides in phosphate-buffered saline at a rate of 1 mg per rat per 24 hours (17).
Block of SUR1 in rats

Within 15 min of SCI, a loading dose of glibenclamide (10 μg/kg ip) was given, and a mini-osmotic pump (model 2001; 1.0 μl/hour; Durect) was implanted subcutaneously for continuous infusion of glibenclamide (200 ng/hour subcutaneously for 7 days) (33). Controls were administered vehicle (normal saline plus dimethyl sulfoxide) in the same way. We previously showed that inhibiting SUR1 does not influence hematocrit, serum electrolytes, blood clotting, blood pressure, or cerebral blood flow and has only modest effect on serum glucose (9, 18, 33)

Neurobehavioral assessments

All measurements were performed by two blinded evaluators. Vertical (rearing) (9, 17), beam walking, inclined plane, BBB (36), and BMS (22) scoring were determined as described.

Tissue necrosis

Animals were administered PI to label necrotic cells in situ and, 45 min later, were killed and perfused with heparinized saline. Montages of longitudinal, fresh-frozen, postfix sections through the epicenter were acquired using a motorized X-Y stage (Ludl), and PI-positive nuclei were counted using a segmentation algorithm (IPLAB image analysis software).

Tissue blood

Animals were perfused with heparinized saline to remove intravascular blood, and 5-mm segments of cord encompassing the lesion were homogenized and processed using Drabkin’s reagent (9).

Lesion volumes

Lesion volumes were estimated as described (9).

In vitro necrotic cell death

Microvascular endothelial cells were isolated from brains of WT and Abcc8−/− mice by using CD31-coated beads, as described (37). Nearly confluent primary cultures were incubated with TNFα (20 ng/ml) overnight. ATP was depleted using sodium azide (1 mM) plus 2-deoxyglucose (10 mM) for 20 min. Cells were collected and resuspended in labeling reagent containing PI for 10 min and then counted. The number of cells exhibiting red nuclear staining was divided by the total number of cells.

Statistical analysis

Nonparametric data (serial scores for truncal stability, beam walking, BMS, and BBB) were analyzed by first rank-transforming the combined data, with tied ranks replaced by the average rank for the ties, and by using a repeated measures two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni comparisons between treatments at each time. All other data were analyzed with Student’s t test or a repeated measures two-way ANOVA with Tukey comparisons between treatments at each time.
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SUPPLEMENTAL METHODS

Human spinal cords

The Miami Project to Cure Paralysis provided spinal cords from 7 cases of SCI (Table S1) and from 3 control cases (2 males; ages 28–44 years; cause of death: pneumonia, ischemic heart disease, respiratory failure). Five of the SCI cases studied here were also studied previously (1). In accordance with Fleming et al. (1) and references therein, spinal cord injuries were classified on the basis of their histological appearance as

Table S1: Clinical cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case number</th>
<th>Time of survival</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Spinal level epicenter</th>
<th>Spinal level remote</th>
<th>Nature of accident</th>
<th>Type of injury</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>2 days</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>altercation</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>T10</td>
<td>fall</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>5 days</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>T10</td>
<td>MVA</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>5 days</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>T10</td>
<td>MVA</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td>5 days</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>T8</td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>MVA</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>C6</td>
<td>T9</td>
<td>MVA</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238</td>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>T10</td>
<td>MVA</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: MVA, motor vehicle accident; M, massive compression type injury, C, contusion type injury.
‘contusion’, or ‘massive compression’. Contusion injuries were characterized by an intact pia and relative preservation of the anatomical relations of various elements of the spinal cord, and variable degrees of injury ranging from involvement of the entire cross-sectional area to large usually asymmetric areas of tissue damage. Massive compression injuries were characterized by disruption of the pia and severe distortion and disruption of spinal cord parenchyma.

Spinal cords were removed within 24 h of death and were fixed in neutral buffered formalin for several weeks. In all cases, tissue samples from the epicenter of the SCI, from the penumbra near the epicenter, and from remote portions of the spinal cord above or below the injury were obtained (Table S1).

**Immunolabeling**

Blocks of spinal cord tissues were dehydrated, embedded in paraffin, cut into sets of 6 μm thick sections and placed on positively charged glass slides. One set of sections was stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), and the remaining sets were used for immunohistochemistry. Paraffin sections were de-paraffinized by heating to 70°C for 15 min, followed by three 5-min washes in xylene. For antigen retrieval, sections were placed in 10% target retrieval solution (DAKO S1699) and incubated in a pressure cooker for 20 min at 121°C. For immunolabeling, sections were permeabilized (0.2% Triton X-100 for 10 min), blocked (5% goat serum for 1 h), then incubated with the custom anti-SUR1 antibody with high specificity (fig. S1A and B) described below (1:500; 1 h at RT then 48 h at 4°C). Omission of primary antibody was used as a control (fig. S1C and D). Neurons and endothelium were co-labeled using NeuN (1:100;
48 h; Chemicon, MAB372) and von Willebrand factor (1:100; 48 h; Chemicon, MAB3442).

For each SCI patient, expression of SUR1 in tissues from the penumbra adjacent to the epicenter was compared to expression in remote tissues using quantitative immunohistochemistry, as previously described in this laboratory (2). All sections were immunolabeled as a single batch. Montages of cord sections from each patient were acquired using uniform parameters of magnification and exposure. For each section, regions of interest (ROI) were first defined separately for grey matter and white matter within one ventral quadrant of the cord. For penumbral sections, we utilized the ventral quadrant with the greatest signal intensity. For remote sections, we utilized the ventral quadrant with the least signal intensity, which closely approximated the signal intensity in the spinal cords of control patients without SCI. Specific labeling for SUR1 was defined as pixels with signal intensity >2.5 times that of background. The area occupied by pixels with specific labeling was used to determine the percent area with specific labeling (% ROI).

**Custom antibody to SUR1**

A part of the rat SUR1 cDNA (Protein Id, NP_037171; amino acid 598–965) was subcloned into pQE31 (Qiagen) to overexpress the protein in a hexa-histidine-tagged form in bacterial cells. The fusion protein was purified with a Ni²⁺-agarose column and used to raise antibodies in rabbits by a commercial service (Covance).

Total lysates were prepared from COS7 cells transfected with an empty vector or an expression vector encoding FLAG-tagged hamster SUR1 (gift from Dr. Shyng,
Oregon Health and Science University) using a lysis buffer [50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 1 mM EDTA, and protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche)]. 40 μg of the lysates were separated on a 3–8% acrylamide gel and blotted onto a PVDF membrane. To detect the FLAG-SUR1, the membrane was incubated with anti-FLAG antibody M2 or anti-SUR1 antibody in PBS containing 0.1% Tween 20 and 5% nonfat milk. The blots were then incubated with a secondary antibody conjugated with horseradish peroxidase and the bands were detected by enhanced chemiluminescence (Pierce).

Total lysates from COS7 cells transfected with a control empty vector (fig. S1A lane 1, S1B lane 1) or with an expression vector encoding FLAG-tagged SUR1 (fig. S1A lanes 2 and 3, S1B lanes 2 and 3) were examined by immunoblot using FLAG monoclonal M2 antibody (fig. S1A) or the custom anti-SUR1 polyclonal antibody (fig. S1B). Both antibodies detected the same band at ~140 kDa, as well as higher molecular weight products believed to be due to poly-ubiquitination of SUR1 (3). Note that neither antibody detected any specific band from lysates from cells transfected with a control vector (fig. S1A lane 1, S1B lane 1), consistent with a high specificity of the antibody.

The custom antibody was used for immunolabeling of human tissues, utilizing the protocol detailed above. Specificity of labeling was confirmed by demonstrating that, in adjacent tissue sections: (i) the same cellular structures were labeled by the anti-SUR1 antibody and by in situ hybridization for ABCC8 mRNA (fig. 2E); (ii) omission of primary antibody yielded no labeling (fig. S1C versus D).
Spinal cord injury in rat

A rat model of unilateral cervical SCI, which has been characterized in detail (4, 5) and used by us previously (6, 7), was implemented here with minor modifications. Without treatment in this model, there is minimal primary injury to white matter, but extensive progressive hemorrhagic necrosis that produces bilateral secondary injury to ascending and descending white matter tracts innervating the thoracic, lumbar and sacral gray matter controlling truncal stability, lower extremity function and bladder function.

Female Long-Evans rats (~11 weeks; 225-250 gm; Harlan) were anesthetized (Ketamine, 60 mg per kg plus Xylazine, 7.5 mg per kg, i.p.) and the head was mounted in a stereotaxic apparatus (Stoelting). Using aseptic technique and intra-operative magnification (Zeiss operating microscope with co-axial lighting), the spine was exposed dorsally from C3 to T3 via a 3-cm midline incision and subpereosteal dissection of the paraspinal muscles. The ear bars were removed and the animal was repositioned so that it was supported from the spinous process of T2 (Spinal Adaptor, Stoelting) and the snout. On the left side, the entire lamina of C7 and the dorsal half of the pedicle of C7 were removed using a 1.9-mm diamond burr (#HP801-019, DiamondBurs.Net) and a high-speed drill, with care taken to avoid mechanical and thermal injury to the underlying dura and spinal cord (fig. S2). The dura was exposed by sharply removing the interlaminar ligaments rostral and caudal to the lamina of C7 and any remaining ligamentum flavum. The guide tube containing the impactor (4) was angled 5° medially and was positioned using the manipulator arm of the stereotaxic apparatus. The impactor (1.55-mm tip diameter, 57 mm length, 1.01 gm) was carefully positioned on the dura near the left C8 nerve root, with the caudal edge of the impactor
in line with the caudal edge of the C8 nerve root at the axilla, and the medial edge of the impactor 0.3 mm medial to the dorsolateral sulcus. The impactor was activated by releasing a 10 gm weight from a height of 25 mm inside the guide tube. The impact caused an immediate, forceful flexion of the trunk and of the ipsilateral lower extremity. Within 2 min, a 2-mm bruise involving the dorsolateral cord and extending up to the dorsolateral sulcus was apparent through the translucent dura. Animals that did not experience a strong flexor reaction, or whose bruise appeared less prominent than usual were excluded from further study.

The rostro-caudal positioning of the impactor was chosen so that the contralateral cord would be driven into the caudal portion of the contralateral C7 pedicle (contrecoup). The medio-lateral positioning was chosen to avoid full impact to the dorsal horn, which tends to produce extensive bilateral primary hemorrhage. Within 2 min of injury, a hemorrhagic contusion was evident through the intact dura that involved the lateral surface of the cord extending up to the sulcus, but not more medially. Examining coronal sections of the cord at the epicenter 30 min after injury showed that the primary hemorrhage was limited to the ipsilateral cord, including the dorsolateral funiculus and dorsal horn, with some extension into the ventral horn (fig. S3). However, 24 h later (in untreated animals), secondary hemorrhage typically extended through much of the ipsilateral cord and well into the contralateral gray and white matter (fig. S3) (6, 7).

After injury, the surgical site was flushed with 1 ml of NS, the musculature replaced over the spine and the skin incision stapled. Rats were nursed on a heating pad to maintain rectal temperature ~37° and were given 10 ml of glucose-free normal saline subcutaneously. Food and water were placed within easy reach to ensure that
they were able to eat and drink without assistance. Bladder function was assessed by observing for urination and if needed, manual emptying was carried out using the Credé maneuver.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESULTS

Video 1. Rats 1 week after SCI treated with Abcc8-Scr versus Abcc8-AS

This video is available upon request and may be obtained by contacting the corresponding author directly.
Fig. S1. Custom antibody is specific for SUR1. (A and B) Immunoblots of cell lysates visualized using anti-FLAG antibody (A) then stripped and visualized using custom anti-SUR1 antibody (B); the lysates were from COS7 cells transfected with empty vector (Lane 1) or with vector containing FLAG-tagged-SUR1 plasmid (Lanes 2,3); the ladder (first lane in each blot) confirms the appropriate molecular mass of ~140 kDa for SUR1. (C,D) Adjacent sections of injured human spinal cord (patient 206) immunolabeled for SUR1 using the custom antibody described and visualized using a CY3-conjugated anti-rabbit secondary antibody (C), or omitting the primary antibody and using the secondary antibody alone as a negative control (D); the montages shown were constructed from multiple individual images, and positive labeling is shown in white pseudocolor.
**Fig. S2.** Rat model of cervical hemicord contusion used to incite progressive hemorrhagic necrosis with minimal primary white matter damage. (A,B) Low (A) and high (B) magnification photomicrographs of the surgical exposure used for cervical hemicord contusion injury; after removing the spinous processes of C5 to T1, the left lamina of C7 and the interlaminar ligaments and ligamentum flavum at C7, the left hemicord at C7 is visualized through the translucent dura; the anatomical details visualized include the laminae (L) of cervical (C) and thoracic (T) vertebral levels C5 through T1, the left facette joint between C6 and C7, the C8 nerve root exiting the spinal canal caudal to the left pedicle (P) of C7, and the dorsolateral sulcus of the spinal cord, from which emerges the rootlets of the dorsal roots; note the metallic clamp on the spinous process of T2 in (A); the 1.55 mm diameter impactor used to produce contusion injury is directed at an angle of 5° medially and is positioned to strike the spinal cord in the area denoted by the green circle.
Fig. S3. Cervical hemicord contusion incites progressive hemorrhagic necrosis with minimal primary white matter damage. Cross sections of rat spinal cords harvested 30 min and 24 h after a cervical hemi-cord injury produced as described, with the impact site marked by an asterisk; the rats were perfused to remove intravascular blood. These images show: (i) grossly intact spinal cords with intact pia and no mechanical disruption of tissues; (ii) primary hemorrhage at 30 min that is confined mostly to ipsilateral grey matter; (iii) primary plus secondary hemorrhage at 24 h, after the hemorrhage has expanded into contralateral grey and white matter. Unlike some models of SCI in which bilateral primary hemorrhage may mask the benefit of halting PHN, the hemicord contusion model described is associated with modest primary injury to white matter and robust PHN, with much of the eventual tissue damage and neurological dysfunction being due to PHN and downstream secondary injury mechanisms (6, 7).
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